
A decentralized digital art marketplace built on the Bitcoin 
and Ethereum Blockchains, that facilitates the collaboration 
of artists. The future has arrived.
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IN THE WHITEPAPER 



The XStudio in Australia was the early broadcasting location for Amazon's Audible and Kids 
Disney, with a primary focus on existing and emerging artists, and one of the go-to venues 
for labels such as SONY, Warner Music, and Universal, to broadcasting E-Sports events 
with EA Games and working with multiple TV networks for documentaries and interviews. 

With a long history of living on the absolute edge of
entertainment technology our creative Ron Creevey
developed The XStudio that famously broadcast global super
stars from around the world including music platforms such
as iHeart Radio and multiple recording labels globally. 

As the global climate changed, and the entertainment 
industry adapted through the challenging times, so did 
The XStudio equally evolving and adapting with the 
marketplace. Having an overall strategy ahead of its years. 

The XStudio developed technology for broadcasting 
called, XCAST and today is a major entertainment 
technology hub based around NFTs and blockchain 
technologies that allow the collection of art and bridging 
the divide between digital and real world experiences, 
facilitating seamless engagement for our community 
members. 

A primary goal of ours, is for the arts to thrive in a 
collective global broadcasting manner, that is extremely 
fragmented, and enables investors in TheXStudio Coin, 
TXS to enjoy the overall success for all artists within the 
network, further de-risking their venture into the NFT 
industry and encouraging their creative side to also join a 
collective, that again is beyond its years with a forward-
thinking mindset. 

OUR BRAND STORY 
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We are a decentralized digital marketplace of curated non-fungible tokens that will 
be inherently connected to the Bitcoin blockchain. Our community facilitates the 
collaboration of artists and empowers the creators of culture. 

With Mintlayer The XStudio launches on the Bitcoin Blockchain in December 2022 
and is now live on the Ethereum blockchain, which sets The XStudio apart as the first 
NFT Platform that will be on dual blockchains with BTC and ETH. 

The XStudio will provide artists with a blockchain based digital ownership service 
and encryption to enable a digital footprint in full preparation for the launch of 
The XStudio. NFTs are used to verify unique items such as physical art and digital 
ownership. Our network of artists and creators can license, own and control the 
distribution of their content and can make money on sales and royalties on 
media such as art, music, video, fashion and much more on our platform. They are 
then connected to a non-fungible token (NFT).

INSPIRED BY RONX111, THE FABRIC OF LIFE, NEFERTITI, AX7222, CANNABIS
ART GUILD & DESTROLA + MORE! 

www.thexstudio.io 
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The XStudio is an NFT marketplace built to accommodate and facilitate the transactional 
evolution starting with NFT technologies. An NFT community represented by artists, NFT owners, 
investors, and art enthusiasts, around the benefits of putting art and collectibles on the 
blockchain via smart contracts. We are developing a decentralized marketplace of curated NFTs 
that are inherently connected to the Bitcoin blockchain. Our community facilitates the 
collaboration of artists and empowers the creators of culture. Art helps us emotionally, 
financially, psychologically and even helps to shape our community. 

The XStudio will be composed of a community of users linked to the world of street art, artists
and the digital culture. An innovative project poised to revolutionize the NFT collector experience 
through the integration of an interactive NFT marketplace and a wide range of rich media 
proposals. On The XStudio platform, it will be possible to create, auction, exchange, buy and sell 
NFTs with an artistic projection. Collectors and enthusiasts’ engagement will be rewarded and 
can seek further information about a particular artist through a series of articles, blogs, podcasts, 
and videos. Live news and artist interviews about the latest ART trends all around the world will 
be used on social media to promote the project and the community.

We also want to support all the street artists who 
are not yet related to crypto art and provide them 
with a unique opportunity to promote their work. 

The street artist will be able to spray an image 
on the allocated wall anywhere in the world, the 
image is photographed and allocated a digital 
certificate then removed. Removing street art 
ensures its unique values like burning coins to 
increase its unique identity.

Artists and investors in the XSTUDIO 
token (TXS) will benefit from the use of 
the Mintlayer technology which is 
responsible for issuing new assets and 
securing all our transactional data with 
the added benefits of low transaction 
fees and much lower energy 
consumption than the Ethereum 
network. 

MLS-03 is a Mintlayer token standard 
that enables the generation of NFTs on 
the Bitcoin blockchain. 

While all Bitcoins are equal, each NFT 
may represent a different underlying 
asset and thus have a different value.

INTRODUCTION TO THE
XSTUDIO EXPERIENCE 

STREET CRYPTO ART 
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For artists, NFTs represent new ways to monetize works of art, 
in both the short and long term. By distributing their work as 
NFTs, they can interact directly with those who want access to 
their original creations. 

This decentralization of content creators and consumers 
extends to digital art, physical pieces, music, video, and opens 
the opportunity to monetize future subsequent transactions of 
their art and creates the potential for secondary markets and 
shared ownership. The three elements that make an NFT 
valuable are its rarity, its originality and its use.

THE XSTUDIO IS AN NFT ART
COMMUNITY POWERED BY 
A CREATIVE COIN 



Whitepaper 

Since Bitcoin was first available to the public, people have been trying to work out the limits of the
technology. One of these uses was attaching real-world assets to small fractions of a Bitcoin. These
coins were called “colored coins” and worked by adding metadata to a Satoshi — the smallest unit of
Bitcoin — so when someone traded it, they could transfer a physical good with it. However, colored
coins only worked if everyone involved agreed on the transaction. It only took one person disagreeing
with how much of a physical good should be tied to a colored coin for it to stop working.

In 2014, Robert Dermody, Adam Krellenstein, and Evan Wagner made Counterparty, a platform to
trade colored coins. Although it still used the Bitcoin blockchain, it solved many of the problems of
NFT trading. Then in 2015, Ethereum had its initial release. Since the Ethereum blockchain was
developed after colored coins and had a built-in way to trade unique, indivisible coins, it had laid the
foundations for a similar concept — NFTs. By 2017, NFTs on Ethereum started to pick up, with the
creation of collectibles like CryptoPunks and standards like the ERC-721. Now, the Ethereum
blockchain is favored among NFT traders, although other blockchains are becoming more popular. In
late 2017, total NFT sales started to boom, going from 100 sales per week to averaging around
15,000 to 50,000 sales per week. There was a second spike two years later from late 2019 to early
2020, when sales went up to 30,000 to 80,000 per week. NFTs surged to new highs in the third
quarter of 2021 and continue to show a very exciting future.

Fashion Bohemia: A solution for the fashion industry within The XStudio is named “Bohemia’ we
invite up and coming fashion designers to take their body of work and create a label to showcase their
collection. This becomes a unique and exciting way for an up-and-coming fashion designer to create,
own and protect their designs. The benefits for the designer are they generate a passive income from
the NFT and in turn enable them to further enhance, expand their range and collections, with assisting
a move from NFT to real world deliverables from a NFT base. The XStudio will retain fees of the resale
rights of the NFT that is listed under Bohemia Fashion, this is based on the investment made at listing
from The XStudio.

Luxury brands will continue to join the NFT revolution especially when it comes to mainstream
collectibles such as sneakers where it has an extensive following and is the perfect demographic for
the NFT market. Bohemia will, alongside the core NFT artworks prove to be the base technology
model that will allow music, poetry, modelling and so on to benefit from the digital evolution whilst
within The XStudio. The core base is the NFT art collection within The XStudio that allows the further
development within the platform to expand with the different artistic genres and equally partner
globally with merging layers using The XStudio base. This will allow The XStudio team to take a
traditional business model for a traditional company and apply an NFT strategy that will suit their
existing business and bridge the gap between physical and digital. As The XStudio continues to
develop a fragmented business model it will continue to expand, de-risk the business plan and
provide positive growth for all holders of the TXS coin.
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PAST, PRESENT AND
FUTURE OF NFTs 



The XStudio remains focused on investing and managing artists and creators that will still be 
valuable in many years to come. Auctions for non-fungible assets, or NFTs, have been a killer app in 
the Ethereum ecosystem but have also, with the success of CryptoKitties, way back in 2017, 
displayed its Achilles heel. Sceptics reveal that the whole world is into the NFT craze. The XStudio 
platform for NFTs.

will allow creators to navigate the Web 3.0 landscape in order to go places that allow them the ability 
to follow a path that will merge digital and real-world products for the creators to advance and 
expand their ability to transact.

NFTs can become integral in the assistance of third world countries artists developing a series of art 
that assist the development of wells for local water supply, as one example. The XStudio will be the 
platform that will develop these dreams and visions and empower the individual through a very 
collaborative and like-minded community to develop, prosper and give back.

www.thexstudio.io 9 
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Daily new multiple collector opportunities where an NFT can be listed for 
sale by auction or by buy now. This will allow the artist to select a price they 
would like to achieve and split the purchase rights into ten parties. These 
investors now remain with the artist for this NFT and will retain afraction of 
the allotted resale royalties for the lifetime of the NFT. 

This is something that we feel is very special and unique as we will work with 
multiple locations where a physical wall is available. The street  artist will be 
able to spray an image on the wall, the image is then photographed and 
allocated an NFT and digital certificate, then the physical art is removed. 
Removing the street art ensures its unique value. 

The Art Collection will be the primary portfolio for all TXS token holders, this 
will allow the holders of the token to receive dividends based on the entire 
collection’s performance. As an initial marketing vehicle for our ICO a 
unique NFT collection is being minted into an animated NFT series named 
the 'The Fabric of Life'. 

The Art ownership program allows the token holder to acquire a NFT 
on the marketplace and in turn assign to The XStudio to manage the resale. 
If the NFT is sold on the marketplace, the holder will be charged a further 
commission of the sale value. This will include an inhouse marketing 
program that allows the NFT to stand out and become a priority NFT. 

We offer our creators a simple to use decentralized marketplace with an 
international audience. Our technology is empowering creators with tools 
designed to manage digital property rights, distribution of royalties, proof of 
provenance, and liquidity. Each creator can customize a profile and manage 
their own NFT gallery and review all trade history for NFTs in the collection. 

04 

STREET ART 

03 

ART PLATINUM 

01 

CREATORS HUB 

05 

ART OWNERSHIP 
PROGRAM 

02 

ART COLLECTION 
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PRODUCT ROADMAP 
 

LAUNCHING A DECENTRALISED DIGITAL ART MARKETPLACE 



www.thexstudio.io 

 
There will be charity NFT 
raffles to help several non- 
profit projects frequently. 
Charities can mint NFTs and 
offer them out for projects 
and funding oppotunities. 

 
Our marketplace is built 
on Ethereum today and 
and will have BTC 
interoperated which will 
enable multi- blockchain 
NFT trades in the 
foreseeable future. 

Our competitive advantage is 
all about easier to use 
decentralized tools for artists, 
fans and collectors. Members 
earn XP for direct engagement 
with the marketplace. 

 
We know this incarnation of 
using technology to create, 
sell and manage art is here to 
stay and we simply want to 
empower the next generation 
of creators. 

A DAO is a network of stakeholders with no central governing body, just a set of rules encoded on a 
blockchain. We establishing a governance token for our art network and an XP Gamification system 
to include our community in the important decisions from the start. The community DAO is fully inclusive 
and will play an essential role in the future of the product. 

DAO token holders control the governance of coin distribution and have voting rights on how charity is 
distributed on the platform. Sellers will get an XP drop as bonus for getting verified and community 
members will get a buyers referral bonus for each buyer referred. Furthermore, XP can also be used 
for minting, purchasing, holding, viewing and trading NFT's. 

The XStudio marketplace consists of a diverse range of unique, rare and valuable NFT's that are subject 
to a 2.5% marketplace commission fee every time they are purchased and sold. The commission fee 
distribution is the split with 33% of the fees collected being used for buying back TXS tokens and 
burning them out of circulation. This creates real and certain increase in value for coin holders as it 
reduces the supply whilst our roadmap and ongoing initiatives will ensure demand 

We collaborate on art projects 
with the creators of culture. 
Meet likeminded NFT owners, 
celebrities, artists, musicians, 
collectors, investors, art 
enthusiasts and street artists. 

We want to revolutionize the 
NFT environment through value 
propositions. Creating content 
such as videos, podcasts, and 
high-quality interviews with our 
artists and collaborators. 

NFTS FOR CHARITY 

MULTI-BLOCKCHAIN 

SIMPLIFIED DI-FI 

SHAPING THE FUTURE EMPOWERING ARTISTS 
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Team 

Listing 

Advisors 

Pre-seed 

Marketing 

Public sale 

Technology 

Company Reserve 

Community Incentives 

Strategic sale - Long Vesting 

Pool Name 

6,000,000 

72,000,000 

36,000,000 

36,000,000 

72,000,000 

12,000,000 

60,000,000 

24,000,000 

54,000,000 

228,000,000 

Token Amount 

1.00% 

6.00% 

6.00% 

2.00% 

4.00% 

9.00% 

12.00% 

12.00% 

10.00% 

38.00% 

Pool Share 

4 

2 

1 

5 

1 

4 

3 

5 

4 

Vesting 

unlocked 

TXS tokens will be used to participate in different staking options that we will launch with 
established artists on the platform. TXS tokens can be used as an investment item and 
can be exchanged for other cryptocurrencies on major exchange platforms. 

TOKENS PRE SEED PUBLIC SALE 

TOKENOMICS 
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INITIAL COIN OFFERING PRE-SEED PRICE TOTAL MARKET CAP 

600M $0.006 USD USD$0.014 

The X Studio Coin Distribution Chart 

Whitepaper 



• Type 1 unlocking 12% at TGE + 8% monthly over 11 months 
• Type 2 unlocking 12% at TGE + 8% monthly over 11 months 
• Type 3 unlocking 10% at TGE + 5% monthly over 18 months 
• Type 4 unlocking 10% at TGE then unlocking 5% monthly over 18 months 
• Type 5 unlocking 10% at TGE, then unlocking 2% monthly over 10 months, then 4% over 20 
months 

The initial unlocked token supply is set to 86,200,000 TXS at the Token Generation Event. 

Script-based smart contracts and Turing incompleteness 

www.thexstudio.io 

Vesting Types 

MintLayer – Future Proofing The XStudio
Decentralized Finance (DeFi) 

13 

Smart contracts on a blockchain mostly consist of particular conditions for locking and unlocking funds.
There are three common approaches to smart contracts in the crypto ecosystem: the script-based
primarily used in Bitcoin, the Solidity contract used in the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM), and, more
recently, the Web Assembly Virtual Machine (WASM), seen in projects like EOS or Polkadot. 

Both EVM and WASM are Turing-complete, which means that the system can process whatever rule-set
of data manipulation, opening up virtually infinite possibilities for developers to create smart contracts.
Instead, Mintlayer uses the Bitcoin-like script-based approach: it is non-Turing complete and therefore
limited by a determined set of rules that must be followed. This approach sacrifices some versatility in
exchange for higher safety, sustainability, and speed of validation. 

Generally, script-based smart contracts tend to produce less network pollution and execute faster 
than Turing-complete contracts, thus ensuring a more manageable environment for developers. 
On the contrary, complicated architectures on blockchains end up causing more issues than benefits:
having endless possibilities might end up clogging servers, while at its core, a Turing-complete system 
is not even required by most blockchain applications.
 
The Ethereum whitepaper states that “Turing-incompleteness is not even that big of a limitation”. 
Out of all the contract examples that the Ethereum team had conceived when writing a whitepaper, only
one required a loop, and even that loop could be removed by making 26 repetitions of a one-line piece
of code. A more recent study says that only 6,9% of smart contracts built on the Ethereum Virtual
Machine truly require Turing-complete language functions. It also notes that the vast majority of
Ethereum’s smart contracts can be coded to function the same way on a Turing-incomplete machine. 

To prevent potentially infinite loops in an EVM environment, which requires excessive resources, the
contract execution is limited by the gas (ETH). The problem is, when a smart contract runs out of gas,
the transaction is nullified (the fee in ETH gas is paid to the miner in any case). Therefore, it is necessary
to provide enough gas in advance to cover the worst-case scenario, which is very difficult to foresee. 

It is one of the main reasons why Solidity smart contracts have shown a higher probability of breaking
over time: among the historical failures, more notable ones are the DAO hack and Parity’s multiple
signature validation program. On the other hand, the possibilities provided by a script-based system are
sufficient and proportionate to the purpose of Mintlayer’s DeFi and DEX functionalities, without incurring
the risks of Turing completeness. By combining several simple scripts, it is possible to produce highly
advanced contracts. 

http://www.thexstudio.io/
http://www.thexstudio.io/
https://docs.mintlayer.org/whitepaper/4-decentralized-finance-defi#footnotes
https://docs.mintlayer.org/whitepaper/4-decentralized-finance-defi#footnotes


 
Two very primitive script-based smart contracts are the multi-signature account and the time lock. 
Multi-signature requires a number n of signatures over m to unlock a specific unspent output, whereas 
time lock requires that the output is spent only after block x, or only n blocks after the event x occurred 
(event x might also be a particular transaction or block). Combining these two simple scripts together 
makes it possible to create sophisticated contracts while keeping the high reliability, efficiency, and 
predictability of their basic components. 

The potentiality and versatility of a script-based approach are well expressed in the development of a very 
particular smart contract, which has been the major focus of the entire Bitcoin developers’ community in 
the last years: Lightning Network. It allows locking funds in a bilateral channel between two nodes (A and 
B), while particular unlocking requirements let the nodes update the balance of bitcoins held by each one. 

The revolutionary innovation is the possibility to combine more of these bilateral channels to create a 
payment route across the network. If a third node C is connected to B through a second channel, the 
bitcoins can flow between all the nodes A, B, and C just by updating the balances of two channels. 
Extending this mechanism to a vast network of channels can effectively create an off-chain peer-to-peer 
layer on top of Bitcoin, allowing to send and receive bitcoin without using transactions written on the 
blockchain. 

Mintlayer supports Lightning Network for all MLS-01 tokens and other HTLC script-based contracts used 
explicitly for the DEX, like atomic swap or lightning swaps, which are also interoperable with the Bitcoin 
blockchain. 

On Mintlayer, MLS-01 tokens represent the most versatile tokenization technology to digitize securities.
Tokenizing security means representing an ownership right (such as shares in a company) or a credit in a
token. This right is usually guaranteed by the token issuer, who is contractually bound to recognize the
token as a bearer security. 

The token can also represent an asset in the issuer’s custody: an example is stablecoin Tether, which has
the dollar as its underlying asset, held by Tether Inc. On a theoretical level, stablecoins can be included
within the broader definition of security tokens, although in some jurisdictions, the classification may be
different for legal reasons. 

While cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin are issued in a decentralized way, the issuance of security is always
centralized, meaning the issuing entity is also prosecutable by the authorities or central entities. Despite
this, the advantage of a blockchain for security is palpable: the blockchain is the first technology capable of
transferring bearer securities in digital form without relying on a centralized system. 

In the case of security tokens, the topic revolves around the transfer, not the issuance. However, it still
makes the difference as the security can be sold directly by the company without intermediaries or even
traded on a DEX for other cryptocurrencies (i.e., Bitcoin). The token may also grant administrative rights
concerning company shares, where the token buyer exercises his rights cryptographically and anonymously
by demonstrating ownership of the security using his private key. 

Mintlayer’s architecture offers various tools for developing decentralized finance with particular regard for
securities: Access-Control-List with verification through a decentralized identity, programmable pools to
pay dividends, and tax transactions. 

14 [XSTUDIO] 

Security Tokens and Stablecoins 

Whitepaper 



 
Access-Control-List (ACL) acts as a filter dedicated to limit the transferability property of a token. 
By default, any address can transfer and use the token without any limitations unless the token creator 
defined some ACL upon its launch. Among the rules defined, there is also the possibility (or impossibility)
to change those rules in the future once the token is live on the mainnet. 

One purpose that can be identified for ACL is to allow trading and transfer of security tokens that need to 
comply with particular company policies or legislation. Some limits can be enforced on the input or the 
output of a transaction. 

The business profits are not redistributed as scheduled based on the distribution of the assigned tokens. 
The administrative rights associated with the token are denied. 
The token inflation does not meet the expected schedule, or tokens are burned/locked by the issuer 
against the terms of the public offering. 

 
It is possible to picture a future in which companies or self-employed people freely issue shares or 
bonds on a blockchain and then transfer them without any friction. Private arbitrators elected by the 
parties handle fraud cases of the token issuer. Examples of fraud cases might be: 

Some of these frauds might be prevented if the MLS-01 token representing the security is issued without the 
possibility for the token issuer to intervene in these factors, such as the generation of new tokens (inflation 
control). However, in most cases, such rigidity might not be well-suited for securities. Therefore, when 
serious disputes arise, the token’s digital nature and the total absence of frictions in the exchanges would 
immediately lead to a fall in its value, undermining the issuer’s credibility. This incentive mechanism 
provides a market equilibrium in the use of these instruments. 

 

ACL rules for securities 

15 www.thexstudio.io 
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On the input side: 

1. It is possible to enforce an upper or lower bound on the amount transferred. 
2. Time locks can be enforced (i.e., the UTXO cannot be spent until block x); 
3. A particular address can be blocked so that all UTXO from that address are frozen and cannot 
be transferred. 

On the output side: 

1. Only specific addresses can receive a transaction: in this case, the standard policy is to deny the 
transaction unless the requirement is met (the output address is whitelisted); 
2. A certain address cannot receive a transaction: in this case, the standard policy is to allow any 
transaction unless the restriction is met (the output address is blacklisted); 
3. Conditional whitelisting/blacklisting: a particular address can or cannot receive the transaction 
depending on the amount transferred (upper or lower bounds) or the lock time; 

From a technical point of view, the rules are enforced through one or a series of filters and an action:
allow, deny, or check: 

• If the action is deny, and at least one of the filters is met, then the transaction cannot be validated; 
• In case of allow action, the transaction can be validated only if all the filters are met; 
• In case of check action, the transaction is validated only if it passes another set of rules used for another
token. The check action can be used in case of multiple tokens issued with the same policy conditions or if
more tokens share a common set of rules (recalled with check) on top of which other rules are specifically
enforced for each different token. For example, the token issuer can specify or inherit the ACL that is
already defined by a trusted third party in charge of the AML/KYC procedures. 
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The Mintlayer full node and light node provide a tool for creating a digital identity represented by a pair of 
keys: public and private. These keys can be used to encrypt/decrypt or sign/verify messages and verify 
the “decentralized identity”. 

The DID can be used to “sign-up” or “login” to services of an oracle or directly as data is processed by 
the oracles to identify a particular user for generating statistics or ranking (i.e., for the DEX transactions).
In general, oracles empower the blockchain’s inner mechanisms with data unavailable inside the 
blockchain. AML/KYC oracles may certify the DID countersigning their transactions to meet ACL rules. In 
contrast, other oracles might help the wallets perform specific tasks, such as provide better reliability of 
the atomic swap allowed by the watchtowers. Observers and book aggregators in DEX help synchronize 
the DHT and create storage for a proper order book. 

 
An additional control parameter can be configured when there is a need for a particular entity to approve 
each transaction of the token. The entity is defined as “controller” and shall “countersign” the 
transaction for its validation. The difference from a simple 2/2 multi-signature is that this ACL control 
rule requiring the controller’s signature can be combined with other ACL rules or any other desired 
multi-signature scheme for the UTXO. For example, the users might use a ⅗ multi-sig account to hold 
the tokens, which can only be transferred by providing at least 3 signatures together with the controller’s 
signature (so that it effectively becomes a 4/6 scheme) and whatever other ACL rules that are configured 
for that token. 

The controller can be the token issuer, a service, an identity provider, or more generically, an 
oracle. The standard identification procedure required to ask the controller for the 
countersignature can be performed using the DID. 

Decentralized Identity (DID) and Oracles 
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Technically, the DID is a master public key (also known as Account Extended Public Key) produced by a 
wallet’s built-in tool. It is possible to use DID as one of the keys derived from that master key. The master 
private key or the derived private keys are used to sign the message, proving the user’s identity. 

Services may rely on a trusted third party that acts as a personal identity verifier (i.e., a KYC provider) so 
that the user does not need to submit the KYC procedures for all the registration processes with every 
service. Instead, users execute the KYC with a single identity provider and then verify themselves with all 
the services by signing a message with their DID. 

The user may also publicly sign up for different services with different public keys, all derived by the same 
master public key used for the registration to the KYC provider so that the signup is not publicly 
attributable to the user’s physical identity. In this case, since the user privately provided the derivation 
path to the service he is using, only the service (and not even the KYC provider) can trace the DID back to 
the master public key. The service asks the KYC provider for personal information only if it is necessary for 
compliance reasons. 

Specific address(es) entitled to receive the funds, proportionally distributed to a set of UTXO; 
A defined share of funds the beneficiary needs to hold, which is required to be eligible as a beneficiary
of the dividends; 
The reserve address(es) from where dividends are paid; 
The combination with any ACL filter. 

The address that collects the taxes; 
 A fixed quantity of token to be paid as tax for each transaction; 
In other cases, a specific percentage of the amount transferred to be used as a tax. 

There are occasions when using script-based transactions can cause more network pollution, for example,
when moving small amounts that are not consolidated in a single account, as it happens on account-based
systems (i.e., Ethereum). For this reason, Mintlayer allows users to switch from UTXO to an account base
with programmable pools. 

A programmable pool can be used to pay out dividends or collect “tax” on each transaction of a specific
token. Some tokens can be created with ACL rules, requiring that each transaction passes through the
programmable pool. In that case, the transaction will necessarily execute the programmable pool’s rule 
set to be validated, which may enforce sending a fee to a specific address (taxation) or all the addresses
holding a certain amount of tokens (dividends).
 
The amounts paid for taxes and dividends increase the balance of an account-based recipient, not a UTXO.
The accounts can be cleared with a transaction by creating a new UTXO of the same amount of money in
the account-based balance (minus the fee paid to the blockmaker for that transaction). 

The rule set of a programmable pool can be configured by its creator, indicating the address or addresses
entitled to collect the taxes/dividends or the rule by which those addresses are selected: 

1. Dividends: an address can receive a share of the funds held in an indicated reserve, depending 
on how many tokens it stores (which might be security tokens representing quotas of the 
shareholders). The programmable pool creator defines: 

2. Taxation: an indicated address can receive taxes for each transaction made with a specific 
token. The programmable pool’s creator defines: 

Programmable Pools (dividends, taxation) 
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To create a pool and execute the pool’s functionalities, it is necessary to broadcast a transaction with a
specific OP_CODE. The pool rule set can be configured to determine a pool owner who has the ability to
update or destroy the pool. 

The smart contracts within a programmable pool might have Turing complete functionalities, in this case
the advantages of a Turing incomplete system are not applicable. 

https://ethereum.org/en/whitepaper/ 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332072371_Do_Smart_Contract_Languages_Need_to
_be_Turing_Complete 
https://iancoleman.io/bip39/ 
www.Mintlayer.org 

The first solution is based on the atomic swap smart contract playing the part of the trading engine. It 
does not rely on any particular communication system: users can exchange order intentions using any 
medium of communication. 

This solution is likely the best choice for OTC trades as transactions require both parties to already be in 
contact and agree on the pair exchange details (the precise amount of tokens and the relative price). 

The difference between other OTC trades is that this procedure is entirely trustless. The 
communication is facilitated via the standardized order messages that can be used to create the atomic 

In general, any exchange has two main components: a messaging system and a trading engine. The 
messaging system collects trade intentions (orders) from the users and sends them to the trading engine 
that checks the orders and executes them. In the current DeFi ecosystem - mostly built on Ethereum - the 
messaging system generally uses protocols like 0x, while the trading engine is a smart contract. A DEX 
may fail in being censorship-resistant because of two distinct conditions: 

1. When the matching engine is prone to attack vectors, for example, if there is an identifiable 
owner of the private key/address who manages the smart contract and, in some cases, has a 
power to stop it; 
2. When the messaging system mostly relies on centralized access points (i.e., a website or a node 
relayer) that can be shut down. 

In this regard, Mintlayer users and developers can choose between six different types of DEX interactions, 
depending on their needs in terms of decentralization, privacy, and censorship resistance: from a fully 
decentralized solution in both trading engine and messaging system to milder solutions that introduce 
intermediaries in the communication to increase the spectrum of possible trades. 

Footnotes 

The Atomic Swap DEX 

Decentralization, Privacy, and Censorship 

Decentralized Exchange (DeX) 
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Like the first solution, the second one uses the atomic swap as a trading engine and also introduces a
peer-to-peer communication system that allows swaps between parties that are unknown entities to
each other with no prior contact. It is possible to create multiple atomic swaps splitting a single order into
multiple sub-orders, increasing the possibility of finding a match in terms of the amount and price for the
pair requested. The functioning of both the messaging systems (the order structure) and the multi-swap
are within these pages. The communication system can also work on a TOR network so that users can
communicate directly without exposing each other’s IP addresses, only their DIDs.

The orders broadcasted are stored by the nodes in a decentralized manner using a distributed hash table
(DHT). Every full node can activate the DHT-DEX functionality: nodes are free to sync the full DHT, prune it,
start partial sync only when they are online (starting from the most recent orders), or not sync at all. Once
activated, the node starts syncing the Distributed Hash Table of orders from the peers. 

Not all orders that reach the peer are registered on the hash table; instead, each node stores only those
orders that are filtered based on their interest and will pass on to the network only what is stored, just like
it happens on BitTorrent or other similar peer-to-peer systems. A bigger DHT grants more opportunities to
find a successful match, but on the other hand, it takes more time and resources to be synched and stored. 

It means that there will never be a single equal DHT shared by all nodes, and likely there will not be nodes
who know or store the entire book history since the complete set of orders is stored only collectively in
many fragmented tables in possession of different node owners. 

The filters applied in the syncing phase can be set over a chosen pair, a price range and the amount
requested in the transaction. Nodes can freely prune the unwelcome orders from their DHT, also stopping
relaying them to other nodes. 

Orders can have a due-date; some are dropped by the nodes who created them, while others are closed
because the swap has already been successfully finalized. To notify peers of closed or canceled orders, it
is necessary to prove those orders’ ownership by signing the message with the private key connected to
the original order creator’s DID. Nodes also notify the peers by relaying messages about the closed orders.
 

 
swap transaction in the wallet automatically. This way, the trade can easily occur without requiring escrow 
or technical support, while notarization becomes unnecessary if the goal is to ensure the counterpart’s 
compliance, given the fact that the atomic swap is fully trustless. 

The privacy is guaranteed because no one needs to know about the transaction except the 
two parties involved, whereas blockchain analysis cannot distinguish an atomic swap from 
any other transaction in the blockchain. 

Another benefit of the atomic swap is that it fully supports cross-chain swaps between BTC and MLS-01 
tokens. The Mintlayer full node integrates an add-on to Bitcoin Core with a UI designed to specifically 
perform atomic swaps between the Bitcoin chain and Mintlayer chain. The Mintlayer mobile wallet (which 
is a light wallet for managing either Bitcoin and/or Mintlayer) also includes this functionality. 

Thanks to the link between Mintlayer blocks and Bitcoin blocks, the cross-chain atomic swap is secure 
even in case of reorg (chain reorganization): even if a reorganization happens on Bitcoin, the Mintlayer 
chain reorganizes too as part of the consensus mechanism. 
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An anti-spam filter is necessary because an attacker could populate the DHT with fake orders. For this 
reason, each node can configure anti-spam filters, removing old orders or directly those nodes that 
spread a suspiciously high amount of orders which are never fulfilled, closed, or cancelled. If the anti- 
spam would prove to be insufficient to manage a vast amount of fake orders or require too many 
resources, a third party can intermediate the DHT synchronization. 

The user creating an order may use a price ratio suggested directly by the wallet node. The user chooses 
between two indicators: a) the price provided by a centralized exchange/service through API or b) the 
price retrieved from the DHT, which is calculated in a fully decentralized way. 

A messaging system based on a distributed hash table (DHT) has a few drawbacks: 

1. Speed and efficiency are far below what a centralized server can provide; 
2. It might be too heavy and resource-draining, especially for mobile devices, considering what an 
average user is willing to dedicate to the purpose; 
3. It is impossible to know exactly when an order is closed since the atomic swap is bilateral, meaning that
users cannot remove orders from the DHT unless confirmation is already provided. It may lead to a huge
number of contacts between concurrent users that match each other even if some of them already finalized
the exchange transaction. Moreover, some orders might be left unmanaged by the users (i.e., the user
broadcasted them but went offline afterward, or never finalized the atomic swap for any reasons). Even if they
can be filtered by the wallet, they can increase the DHT size with useless information; 
4. It leaves room for spam attacks: an attacker could populate the Mintlayer DEX with fake orders. This attack
would be free and could disrupt the network. 

For these reasons, specialized nodes can intermediate the messaging system. Nodes can subscribe to the
“observer” services, which act as the quality guarantee to its subscribers. The observer aims to voluntarily
store the entire DHT, plus a few additional pieces of information provided by the nodes connected to them
that report the effective status of the orders. 

The observer checks the status and the frequency of the operations to create a rank, which is higher when the
number of finalized operations is higher when both involved users confirm that the atomic swap was
successfully achieved. The observer cross-checks the DHT order book with the subscribers’ data, proving that
the transactions are effectively executed. It also performs a blockchain analysis to determine each user’s
reliability. 

The observer ranks the user and their associated orders, communicating information to each subscriber about
the estimated reliability of a particular order/node, reporting spam, and notifying closed or inactive
orders. It may also relay orders to the subscriber that are already filtered along with the subscriber’s interests
and sorted according to the observer’s priority set. Wallets can use the observers as “oracles” and accept or
reject connections with other peers based on the reported reputation. This way, the users syncing the DHT
may leave aside useless information or decide not to initiate a particular atomic swap transaction if the
counterpart is not “verified” by the observer. 

The observer could require a payment fee for its services. However, hypothetically it could also operate for
free if it represents an entity benefiting from developing a reliable DEX, like a service that provides
complimentary services connected to the DEX. Moreover, given that the observer privately gathers data from
the users, it also disposes of more resources for elaborating DEX statistics, which may have an economic
value or grant reputational value, allowing monetization of advertising. 

 Observer of Multiparty Swaps 
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fee Recipient: the address of the relayer; 
fee Token: the token used to pay the relayer; 
Fee: the fee amount sent to the relayer. 

A second solution to avoid the drawbacks of a DHT constructed in a peer-to-peer way is to trust special
node relayers that act as book aggregators and store the DHT on behalf of the users. It is particularly
helpful for light node/mobile wallet users as they do not have time and resources to sync many megabytes
of orders, or sort and filter them. 

The relayer stores and broadcasts the orders on behalf of the users and also collects all the information
from the subscribed users (like any observer node). When users intend to exchange tokens, the Mintlayer
wallet uses bloom-filters to ask a book aggregator for a specific pair’s order. Then, the node relayer
provides an answer – a list of all the orders in the network that may be of interest (in terms of price and
amount) and already filtered or ordered according to a rank. It also combines matches between
simultaneous online users, directly suggesting how to initiate the atomic swap transactions and what
parties can be involved in it.
 
Mintlayer app enables a specific configuration of push notifications to let the book aggregators notify users
of a contact received. This way, users avoid the “always-on-display” screen and can unlock the phone only
at the moment of initiating the atomic swap. 

When a user finalizes the order for the entire amount, it sends a closure notification to the book aggregator
so that no more matches are proposed. It is useful as the relayer by itself never knows if the exchange
transaction has been effectively carried out between parties after establishing contact through the relayer. 

Such “book aggregator” relayers can be paid off using three specific fields in the order package 
(see peer-to-peer messaging system): 

Given that book aggregators centralize the communication system in a single entity, no exchange can
happen if the aggregator is shut down until nodes find an alternative book aggregator. Another drawback of
this solution is that the aggregators can track down all the users’ operations, limiting their privacy.
However, aggregators also might be highly efficient in finding matches and achieving a prolific market of
exchange transactions. 

The essential difference between a book aggregator and a centralized exchange is that: 
1. it’s a non-custodial solution. 
2. the matching engine remains a trustless atomic swap. 
3. users identify themselves using pseudonyms (DID). 
 
There is no correct choice between a DHT, an observer, or a book aggregator; the best solution depends
on the degree of trust the user is willing to give to third parties. 

 
The observer also collects information, such as price and timestamp, about orders that led to successful 
atomic swaps. Keeping track of this information may serve when calculating each pair’s price ratio on the 
DEX, not only estimated values by the book, but actual prices of the last exchange performed on-chain. 

For a node to rely on the observer services, it does not require much trust: even if the observer is shut down 
or does not provide any useful information, the communication between peers is not interrupted, nor the 
observer has any influence on the atomic swaps that are going to be performed. The only trade-off is the 
loss of privacy since the observer can distinguish the on-chain transactions as atomic swaps in the DEX, 
thus associating them to a particular owner and tracking down each ownership transfer. 
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For example: 
Trader A locks-in 10.000 m-USDT in an address with the following script: the sender of a transaction who 
transfers 1 m-BTC to that address will be able to withdraw the 10.000 m-USDT to a different address (the 
balance of Trader B). In this case, the trader A is the “maker” who sets the exchange price (10.000m- 
USDT/1m-BTC), and trader B is the taker, getting 10.000 m-USDT to his address in exchange for 1 m-BTC. 

The maker’s order automatically expires after n blocks after the on-chain transaction is executed. Until 
that order expires, no other participant in the pool accepts the locked 10.000 m-USDT for other 
transactions. If the order expires, nodes can freely prune the maker’s on-chain transaction as if it was 
never broadcasted to the network, and the tokens are still considered to be in the account balance of 
trader A. 

This functionality has the great benefit of enabling out-of-sync exchanges because two traders do not 
have to be simultaneously online and connected to each other. On the other hand, if too many maker 
transactions are made without resulting in a successful trade (matching with a taker), it may produce on- 
chain pollution (higher resources committed to syncing the chain even if those orders will expire someday 
and therefore, in the long run, do not pollute the blockchain but require more space on disk). 

More importantly, an on-chain transaction pays a fee to the blockmaker. Therefore, it is more costly and 
poses a risk to end up with no successful trades. The free-market economy will determine what is the 
more convenient solution between an off-chain DHT book with programmable pool swaps where traders 
connect to each other, and an on-chain book with out-of-sync makers and traders. 

To participate in a programmable pool DEX, the traders need to “consolidate” one or more UTXO 
in an account-based address. The programmable pool DEX offers less privacy but more efficiency than
the atomic swap because of two features: 

1. Each participant in the pool publicly provides the address of his balance when submitting an 
order and uses the address Pool parameter in the order package. It allows for a well-ordered and
spam-free DHT as all nodes can monitor all the user activities: they can independently keep track of the
finalized orders and easily recognize fake/spam orders, which are immediately discarded. Meanwhile,
other order messages that refer to the same balance will be blocked. The programmable pool DHT is
shared only between nodes that participate in the pool to lower resource consumption of other nodes
committed to different types of DEX, like those that require the DHT sync. 

2. The output of a successful trade is always the update of an account balance, not a UTXO. Therefore,
there is no UTXO dust creation, even if orders are split in multiple transactions. 

The order packages are relayed between all the users belonging to the pool, while the trades are
executed through the pool’s script-based smart contract rather than the atomic swap. For this reason,
the programmable pool can work only with MLS-01 tokens and not bitcoins (BTC), which needs to be
wrapped in a MLS-01 form before being traded in the pool. 

The pool may also provide a particular transaction script, allowing the construction of an order 
book on-chain: nodes directly lock-in the tokens in a smart contract paired with a corresponding order
package. When another trader sees an order of interest, the smart contract can be unlocked simply by
executing the on-chain transaction required by that order package. 
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Order packages can be integrated into the functionality of the Mintlayer wallet to trigger Lightning
Network transactions. When a user wants to execute the trade, the wallet recognizes the Lightning
Network swap’s specific request, thanks to the parameter lightningSwap (§5.8.). It also automatically
produces the payment invoices and HTLC transactions according to that order request (exchange rate,
amount of tokens, and expiring time). 

The swap can be executed only if the two parties have already established a channel between them in
both exchange pairs. 

1. Bob produces an order package asking for an amount (valueB) of tokenB in exchange for an 
amount (valueA) of tokenA and sends it to Alice. 
2. Alice receives the order package, produces a Lightning Network payment invoice (A) for 
tokenA, and passes the invoice to Bob. 
3. Bob creates an invoice (B) for tokenB, whose output can be redeemed only by revealing a 
secret (HTLC contract). 
4. Bob creates a conditional payment to Alice’s invoice (A), which is hash-locked with the same 
secret required to redeem the tokenB output paid to invoice B. 
5. Alice pays the invoice (B) by passing the amount (valueB) of tokenB to Bob, as asked by him 
in the order package. 
6. Bob redeems the payment executed by Alice, revealing the secret. 
7. Alice can now redeem the conditional payment sent to invoice A. 

The benefits of Lightning Network DEX transactions are speed, privacy, near-zero fees, and no on-chain
pollution. The limitation is the establishment of two different channels (for both the tokens exchanged).
Even with enough liquidity, it is unlikely unless the parties involved already know each other and have
agreed on those channels’ specific purpose. However, this solution can be used by exchanges and
services for directly trading BTC against MLS-01 tokens. 

When Lightning Network usage becomes more widespread, the relevance of such a solution will likely
rise, allowing for additional features to be implemented. One example would be order packages with a
field for submarine swaps to enable the direct purchase of BTC or MLS-01 tokens that already exist on a
Lightning Network channel. 

As described in the previous paragraphs, Mintlayer’s DEX mostly uses technologies that assume the parties 
involved are already in contact when transferring money between each other (i.e., the atomic swap. 
However, while building a real marketplace, users must also be able to get in touch without knowing each 
other in advance. Therefore, a communication system is needed to allow them to choose between different 
orders available in the market waiting to be fulfilled. 

Carrying out this process without a centralized book is challenging. Moreover, an atomic swap transaction 
is necessarily bilateral, meaning that both involved users must be online and agree on the exact amount of 
tokens that shall be exchanged. It could cause issues since it is unlikely to find an exact match between 
maker and taker in a precise moment. 

The “request” of exchange preceding the atomic swap is a message that would need to be relayed all over 
the network before reaching a match. It would take time and resources and also expose the node relayers 
to spam attacks, while orders might never be fulfilled in the first place. 
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 It would result in an extremely inefficient and illiquid network. Mintlayer solves this puzzle by merging ideas and
technologies that are already developed on other blockchains. 

If the maker and the taker do not know each other in advance, they need to find the counterpart and communicate
to perform an atomic swap. The communication is structured according to a protocol inspired by Ethereum 0x,
allowing users to lean on node relayers to speed up the reconciliation process between demand and supply. 

Each message is a data packet that contains order parameters concatenated and hashed to 32 bytes using the
Keccak SHA3 function. The maker signs the order with the private key associated with his digital identity. 

Once packaged, the order can be sent to the recipient using whatever medium of communication, even a direct
message (i.e., using Messenger, Telegram, etc.), that is if the recipient already knows the maker. 
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The message is structured as follows: 

The data contained in the order does not reveal any confidential information that directly relates 
to the maker except for the maker’s id, which is necessary for the taker(s) to get in touch and 
perform the transaction. There is an expiration time at which the offer is no longer considered 
valid, and the wallet will reject any match proposed by other nodes. Two additional parameters 
are introduced to increase the chances of having a match between maker and taker, both freely 
configurable by the user: 

1. MultipartySwap: it is expected that the amount of tokens requested for the atomic swap is not 
easily matched in the market with an equal and opposite order expressed in the same pairs. 
Therefore, to fulfill an order, it might be necessary to split the amount in smaller orders, which 
are going to be performed by different users in a “multi-party swap” (i.e., the maker can send 0.4 
BTC to user1, 0.2 BTC to user2 and 0.4 BTC to user3, creating three different atomic swaps). 
The trade-off is that several atomic swap transactions require more fees to be paid on-chain, 
and the users are not willing to create so much dust. Therefore, the maker can introduce a 
threshold in the number of tokens exchanged in the atomic swap, under which any request of 
exchange would be rejected. If the parameter is set equal to valueA, it means that the maker 
intends to perform a single atomic swap and exchange the entire amount of tokenA. If the 
parameter is different, it represents an arbitrary value equal to or below half of the valueA, which 
indicates the minimum amount accepted for every single swap with other users. The lower the 
parameter is set, the higher the chances to find a match, but fees and dust increase. On the 
other hand, if the parameter is high, failure is probable in finalizing the order (i.e., only a few 
orders find a match and execute as atomic swaps). 

2. PriceRange: indicates the deviation from the actual price in the offer that might be accepted by 
the maker. For example, if tokenA is BTC, and tokenB is USDT, and the ratio between valueA 
and valueB is 1/10.000, then a 1% priceRange means that the maker is willing to accept an 
atomic swap transaction for any amount of USDT that is higher than 9,900 USDT in exchange 
for a single BTC. By default, each node accepts whatever more favorable price ratio, so the 
priceRange deviation is calculated only for higher tokenA/tokenB ratios than what is indicated by 
the maker (which is usually the price suggested by the wallet). Accepting a small 
variability in price levels makes it much more likely to find a match on the DEX but may also 
imply less advantageous trades. By default, the wallet picks up the most favorable price among 
the matches. 

The wallet automatically prepares the message when the user selects the pair and digits the 
amount of token, desired exchange price, and the expiration date. The parameter priceRange is 
optional, set to 0,02% by default, as well as the parameter multipartySwap, set to one-fifth of the 
amount by default. 

The nodes store the messages sent in the network in a distributed hash table. If any user in the 
network is interested in receiving an order message (i.e., directly from the maker, relayed from a 
peer, or a node relayer), they will connect and initiate the atomic swap (only if both users are 
online). The wallet looks for possible matches until it finds the first user online, then initiates the 
atomic swap. In the presence of multiple available offers, the wallet will choose the ones closer 
to the amount requested and a more favorable price to reduce the number of atomic swap 
transactions required and maximize the profit. 

In this type of transaction, the labeling of “maker” and “taker” is imprecise since all users are, or 
can be, either makers and takers. The order is carried out only when there is a match between 
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two “maker” offers expressed in the same pair (but in the opposite direction) and are consistent in terms
of amount and price range. 

In case of low liquidity of a specific asset, users might be unsure about the possibility of 
finalizing a big order for its entire amount, so it shall be split into many different atomic swaps. 
Here comes the “traffic light” function into play, which allows for three different configurations: 
Red Light: no atomic swap is ever initiated unless there are enough matches to close the entire 
order, and the corresponding users are all online at a specific moment. Contacted users are 
considered online when they positively confirm the reception of a message at the last minute. 
This option minimizes the possibility of starting a multi-party swap without finalizing it. Still, it 
may also slow down the process or end up with the exchange transaction stuck at the very 
beginning. 

Yellow Light: no atomic swap is initiated unless the user is aware of enough matches in the 
market to finalize the order for its entire amount. 
Green Light (set by default): the atomic swap is automatically initiated with the first user 
available for whatever amount equal or above the amount indicated in the multipartySwap 
parameter. 

13) Most DEXs today are implemented with a web interface: one famous example is EtherDelta, where to
access its functionalities, a user had to go through etherdelta.com. The website then talks to the browser’s
extension MetaMask, which receives and sends the information from and to the Ethereum network. In
2018, the SEC fined EtherDelta’s founder for operating an unregistered Security Exchange, which resulted
in the exchange suspending its operations. 

https://0x.org/pdfs/0x_white_paper.pdf 

•

• 

• 
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Mintlayer is a Bitcoin sidechain governed by a dynamic group of users who generate 
blocks according to the principles of Dynamic Slot Allotment (DSA), Mintlayer's consensus 
mechanism. The participants are selected through DSA using the hashes of bitcoin blocks 
as a source of randomization. The security of this model ultimately relies on the Bitcoin 
blockchain through anchors and checkpoints. 

Whitepaper 

The project is empowered by a Bitcoin 
Sidechain. This partnership enables us to 
leverage technologically advanced scalability 
to enforce network and user security, increase 
node inclusivity, and ensure long-term 
sustainability. 

Users can batch multi-token transfers into a 
single transaction to increase scalability. Block 
size is limited to 1MB, and signature aggregation 
reduces each payment's size by 70% to avoid 
network clogging. This ensures low transaction 
fees even at scale. 

MLS-03 is our standard for issuing NFTs and we
will be using MLS-01 for tokenization of various
assets, that require control lists (ACL) and the
MLS-02 token standard for secure transactions,
which also has the capibility of issuing pegged
versions of #BTC. 

We present a protocol that is designed to work in
an asynchronous network. The Proof-of-Stake
validation is secured against long range attacks
by means of a checkpoint system incorporated in
the protocol. 

BITCOIN SIDECHAIN 

LOW TRANSACTION FEES 

MINTLAYER PROTOCOL 

 

TOKENIZATION STANDARDS 
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Whitepaper 

NFTs have been increasing in both volume and recognition since its inception . According 
to Thursday's NonFungible.com report, which was created with support from L'Atelier 
BNP Paribas, the total value of all NFT transactions worldwide jumped 21,350% to more 
than $17 billion in 2021, from $82.5 million in 2020 

Total value of sales involving a non-fungible token (NFT) in the art sector worldwide 
exceeded 17Billion in 2021. Estimates are that globally over 250,000 people actively 
trade NFTs monthly with the market already passing $5 Billion a month in 2022 with 
a market value of $41 Billion 

Non-fungible tokens 
are unique digital 
goods that are stored 
in blockchain. They are 
mainly used within 
the art market to 
prove the authenticity 
of digital works of art. 

While digital artworks 
could be indefinitely 
shared online, digital 
art in the form of 
an NFT becomes a 
unique asset. 

1. https://www.statista.com/statistics/1235263/nft-art-monthly-sales-value/ 

The process of turning 
a digital file into an 
NFT is called minting, 
while the art created 
through this process 
is usually defined as 
crypto art. 

In March 2021, auction 
house Christie’s 
sold an NFT digital 
collage by American 
artist Beeple for the 
staggering price 
of 69.3 million U.S. 
dollars, making it 
the most expensive 

However, the 30- 
day aggregated 
sales volume of 
NFTs in the art 
segment fluctuated 
significantly from April 
to August 2021. 

MAY 2021 

June 2021 
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$63.8M 

$25.4M 

July 

$58.3M 

August 

$207.5 
M 

2021 

$17Bn 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
OF NFT MARKET 

http://www.statista.com/statistics/1235263/nft-art-monthly-sales-value/
http://www.statista.com/statistics/1235263/nft-art-monthly-sales-value/


www.thexstudio.io 

A decentralized digital art marketplace of curated authentic NFTs built on 
the Bitcoin Blockchain, that facilitates the collaboration of artists. 
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The X Studio 
Australia 

Contact Us 
x@thexstudio.io 
www.thexstudio.io 

THANK YOU 
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